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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method of communicating a data Word via a bus includes 

driving the data Word onto the bus in Whichever one of a true 

polarity form and a complement polarity form that requires 
feWer bus lines to change state relative to a present state of 

each bus line, and providing an indicator signal to the bus to 

indicate Which polarity form of the data Word is driven onto 

the bus. The data Word and the indicator signal may be 

received from the bus, and the polarity form of the data Word 
is conditionally inverted in response to the indicator signal. 
A noise reduction system includes, for one embodiment, a 
sending circuit Which compares each bit of a data Word to be 

neXt communicated onto the bus against a corresponding bit 

of the present data Word on the bus. If more than half the bits 

differ, then the neXt data Word is inverted to form a comple 

ment next data Word. The complement neXt data Word is 

instead communicated onto the bus along With an indicator 

signal to indicate that a complement data Word is commu 

nicated onto the bus. Consequently, no more than half the 

bits of the bus ever change state at a time, thus reducing the 

switching noise associated With communicating data Words 
onto the bus. 
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NOISE REDUCTION SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR 
REDUCING SWITCHING NOISE IN AN 
INTERFACE TO A LARGE WIDTH BUS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0002] The present invention relates to bus interfaces, and 
more particularly to reducing switching noise in a bus 
interface to a large bit-Width bus. 

[0003] 2. Description of the Related Art 

[0004] As communication buses carrying data and elec 
tronic signals are designed to accommodate an increasing 
number of bits, the problem of electronic sWitching noise 
substantially increases in severity. For example, an imple 
mentation of an Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) packet 
routing system may be designed to accommodate an entire 
53-byte standard packet as a single 424-bit (53x8) Wide data 
Word. Unfortunately, the combined electronic sWitching 
noise resulting from the in-phase sWitching of four hundred 
or more bits of a Wide data bus must be addressed for this 
implementation, typically at a large cost in circuit resources. 

[0005] Adata bus for communicating a data Word includes 
a respective bus line for carrying each respective bit Within 
the data Word. Each of the bus lines has tWo states, repre 
senting tWo possible binary values of each respective bit. 
Electronic sWitching noise is created When a bus line 
sWitches from a ?rst state to a second state, Which corre 
sponds to a bit carried on the bus line changing from one 
logic state to the other logic state. A Worst case sWitching 
noise condition occurs When all bits in a large-Width mul 
tiple-bit data Word sWitch at the same time in the same 
direction (for instance, from all “1”s to all “0”s). The amount 
of sWitching noise increases in approximately a linear man 
ner from an essentially Zero noise condition in Which no bits 
sWitch to the Worst case sWitching condition When all the 
bits sWitch. 

[0006] Data transitions in Which a large number of bits 
sWitch occur infrequently. HoWever, the bus interface circuit 
must be designed to Withstand the very large poWer supply 
spikes that result When Worst-case sequences of data Words 
are communicated on the bus. Typically, a large poWer 
supply voltage spike results When a large number of bits of 
a data bus are changed in the same direction simultaneously. 
Thus, When the electronic sWitching noise becomes suf? 
ciently large, a device connected to the bus may sWitch 
logical state unintentionally so that incorrect data is com 
municated via the bus. 

[0007] What is needed is a bus interface circuit that 
reduces Worst case sWitching noise so that potential data 
transmission errors are reduced. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0008] In accordance With the present invention. Within a 
data Word carried on a bus the maximum number of bits that 
simultaneously sWitch states is reduced by one-half, thereby 
approximately halving the Worst case electronic sWitching 
noise spike that effects the system poWer supply or ground 
reference. 

[0009] In accordance With the present invention, a method 
of communicating a data Word via a bus includes driving the 
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data Word onto the bus in Whichever one of a true polarity 
form and a complement polarity form that requires feWer 
bus lines to change state relative to a present state of each 
bus line. An indicator signal is provided to the bus to indicate 
Which polarity form of the data Word is driven onto the bus. 
The data Word includes a plurality of bits and the bus 
includes a corresponding plurality of bus lines for carrying 
the plurality of bits. Each of the plurality of bus lines has a 
?rst and a second state representing binary values of a bit 
associated thereWith. The method may also include receiv 
ing the data Word from the bus, receiving the indicator signal 
from the bus, and conditionally inverting the polarity form 
of the data Word in response to the indicator signal. 

[0010] The ?rst and second states may be ?rst and second 
voltages or may be ?rst and second currents. The ?rst and 
second states of each respective bus line may represent 
respective ?rst and second binary values of an associated bit 
When the indicator signal is provided in a ?rst state, and 
respective second and ?rst binary values of an associated bit 
When the indicator signal is provided in a second state. The 
data Word and a present data Word corresponding to the 
present state of each bus line may be driven onto the bus by 
a single bus interface or by different bus interfaces. The 
invention lends itself Well to implementation Within a bus 
interface of an integrated circuit, Which circuit may be used 
With other circuits to form a system carrying out the inven 
tion over a system bus. The bus may be either bidirectional 
or unidirectional, and may include circuits Which both send 
and receive data Words onto or from the bus. 

[0011] In one embodiment of the invention, a bus interface 
for communicating a data Word via a bus includes means for 
driving the data Word onto the bus in Whichever one of a true 
polarity form and a complement polarity form that requires 
feWer bus lines to change state relative to a present state of 
each bus line, and means for providing an indicator signal to 
the bus to indicate Which polarity form of the data Word is 
driven onto the bus. 

[0012] In another embodiment of the invention, a method 
of communicating a data Word via a bus includes the steps 
of: (1) comparing a present data Word on the bus With a next 
data Word to be next communicated via the bus; (2) driving 
the next data Word onto the bus When feWer than a certain 
number of bits Within the next data Word differ from 
corresponding bits Within the present data Word; (3) driving 
an inverted next data Word onto the bus When at least the 
certain number of bits Within the next data Word differ from 
corresponding bits Within the present data Word; and (4) 
driving an indicator signal onto the bus to indicate Whether 
an inverted next data Word is driven onto the bus. The certain 
number of bits may be chosen to be one-half the number of 
bits forming the data Word, approximately one-half the 
number of bits forming the data Word, or another number of 
bits. 

[0013] In yet another embodiment, a bus interface circuit 
for communicating a data Word via a bus, the data Word 
including a plurality of bits, the bus including a correspond 
ing plurality of individual bus lines for carrying the plurality 
of bits, each of the plurality of bus lines having ?rst and 
second states representing binary values of a bit associated 
thereWith, the bus interface includes a sending circuit Which 
includes: (1) a determining circuit, responsive to a present 
data Word on the bus and a data Word to be next commu 
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nicated onto the bus, for determining Whichever one of the 
next data Word and a complement next data Word, if driven 
onto the bus, requires feWer bus lines to change state relative 
to the present data Word on the bus; and (2) a polarity circuit 
for driving the next data Word or the complement next data 
Word onto the bus as determined by the determining circuit. 

[0014] The polarity circuit may include a circuit for con 
ditionally inverting each bit of the next data Word to form the 
complement next data Word. Alternatively, the polarity cir 
cuit may include a multiplexer circuit for choosing betWeen 
the data Word and the complement next data Word, or may 
include other circuits. The determining circuit may be (but 
need not be) spatially distributed, having a respective por 
tion thereof in close proximity With a respective output 
circuit for each respective bit of the data Word. Likewise, the 
polarity circuit may be spatially distributed, having a respec 
tive portion thereof in close proximity With a respective 
output circuit for each respective bit of the data Word. The 
bus interface may also include a receiving circuit for receiv 
ing a data Word from the bus, and for reforming a data Word 
upon receiving a complement data Word from the bus. 

[0015] The determining circuit may include: (1) a com 
parison circuit for determining, for each bit of data Word to 
be next communicated onto the bus, Whether each bit of the 
next data Word differs from a corresponding bit of the 
present data Word on the bus; and (2) a tally circuit coupled 
to the comparison circuit for determining Whether at least a 
certain number of bits Within the next data Word differ from 
corresponding bits Within the present data Word. 

[0016] One embodiment of the tally circuit includes: (1) a 
digital adder circuit for determining a total number of bits 
Within the next data Word Which differ from respective bits 
Within the present data Word; (2) a reference circuit for 
generating a reference digital number; and (3) a numerical 
comparator circuit for comparing the total number of bits 
Which differ against the reference digital number, and for 
generating a POLARITY_CONTROL signal accordingly. 
The POLARITY_CONTROL signal may be an INVERT 
signal. Another embodiment of the tally circuit includes: (1) 
a summing node for accumulating an incremental signal for 
each bit Within the next data Word Which differs from a 
corresponding bit Within the present data Word; and (2) a 
differential comparator having a ?rst input terminal coupled 
to the summing node, having a second input terminal, and 
having an output terminal coupled to a POLARITY_CON 
TROL signal line. Yet another embodiment of the tally 
circuit includes: (1) a ?rst summing node for accumulating 
an incremental signal for each bit of a ?rst portion of bits 
Within the next data Word Which differs from a correspond 
ing bit Within the present data Word; (2) a second summing 
node for accumulating an incremental signal for each bit of 
a remaining portion of bits other than the ?rst portion of bits 
Within the next data Word Which matches a corresponding bit 
Within the present data Word; and (3) a differential com 
parator having a ?rst input terminal coupled to the ?rst 
summing node, having a second input terminal coupled to 
the second summing node, and having an output terminal 
coupled to a POLARITY_CONTROL signal line. 

[0017] Many advantages are gained by the present inven 
tion. One advantage is that Worst-case sWitching noise is 
reduced. Another advantage is that sWitching noise is 
reduced using a noise reduction circuit that is simple, small 
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and fast so that transmission speed is not impeded. Another 
advantage is that feWer poWer (e.g., VDD) and reference 
(e.g., VSS or GND) pins need be employed to drive binary 
signals onto the bus. In particular, for the same amount of 
sWitching noise the number of poWer and reference pins is 
approximately halved by the described circuits and operat 
ing method. It is also highly advantageous that, since feWer 
pins are utiliZed in an integrated circuit, the cost of manu 
facturing the integrated circuit package is substantially 
reduced. Still another advantage is that poWer is conserved 
by reducing the number of bits sWitched at one time from 
possibly many bits to substantially feWer bits. In particular, 
the dynamic poWer for driving signals onto the bus is 
reduced. 

[0018] The invention may be advantageously imple 
mented using a spatially distributed analog circuit. Such an 
analog implementation may be much smaller than a digital 
implementation, particularly for data buses With many bits. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0019] The features of the invention believed to be novel 
are speci?cally set forth in the appended claims. HoWever, 
the invention itself, both as to its structure and method of 
operation, may best be understood by referring to the 
folloWing description and accompanying draWings. 

[0020] FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram Which illus 
trates a bus interface circuit in accordance With an embodi 
ment of the present invention. 

[0021] FIG. 2 is a schematic block diagram of an embodi 
ment of the sending circuit depicted in FIG. 1. 

[0022] FIG. 3 is a schematic block diagram of an embodi 
ment of the receiving circuit depicted in FIG. 1. 

[0023] FIG. 4 is a schematic circuit diagram of an 
embodiment of a portion of the comparison circuit and 
polarity circuit depicted in FIG. 2 for one-bit of a data Word. 

[0024] FIG. 5 is a schematic block diagram of a digital 
embodiment of the tally circuit depicted in FIG. 2. 

[0025] FIG. 6 is a schematic circuit diagram of an 
embodiment of the receiving circuit depicted in FIG. 2 for 
one-bit of a data Word. 

[0026] FIG. 7 is a schematic circuit diagram of an analog 
embodiment of the tally circuit depicted in FIG. 2. 

[0027] FIG. 8 is a schematic circuit diagram of another 
analog embodiment of the tally circuit depicted in FIG. 2. 

[0028] FIG. 9 is a schematic block diagram of an inte 
grated circuit embodiment of the sending circuit depicted in 
FIG. 2 Which utiliZes a distributed bit-Wise implementation 
of the tally circuit depicted in FIG. 8. 

[0029] FIG. 10 is a schematic block diagram of a system 
utiliZing several bus interfaces in accordance With the cur 
rent invention and having a bidirectional system bus. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

[0030] FIG. 1 illustrates a system 100 including a bus 110 
for communicating digital signals from a source subsystem 
114 to a destination subsystem 124. The source subsystem 
114 communicates via a bus 134 to a sending circuit 112, 
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Which drives the digital information onto the bus 110. Abus 
142 communicates the digital information from the bus 110 
to a receiving circuit 122, Which communicates via a bus 
144 to the destination subsystem 124. The source subsystem 
114 and the destination subsystem 124 exemplify portions of 
various system circuits such as processors, memories, spe 
cial purpose drivers and the like including circuits that 
typically are interfaced to an information transmission bus. 
The source subsystem 114 and the sending circuit 112 may 
be incorporated into a single bus node 116, Which may be 
implemented as a single integrated circuit or may be imple 
mented as distinct integrated circuits Within a complex 
multi-circuit subsystem in its oWn right. Likewise, the 
receiving circuit 122 and the destination subsystem 124 may 
be incorporated into a single bus node 126, Which may be 
implemented as a single integrated circuit or may be imple 
mented as distinct integrated circuits Within a complex 
multi-circuit subsystem as Well. 

[0031] Operation of the system 100 is exempli?ed in a 
simple form by considering a small eight-bit Wide data bus 
110. For an eight-bit data bus, conventional and normal 
transmission of a ?rst data Word having a binary value of 
“00000000” folloWed by transmission of a second data Word 
having a binary value of “11111111” results in all eight bits 
changing state from “0” to “1”. When bits change state, 
sWitching activity causes a voltage spike on the poWer 
supply and/or ground. The magnitude of the voltage spike is 
predictably based on the number of bits that sWitch state and 
various circuit characteristics. In contrast, When preparing to 
transmit the second data Word, the sending circuit 112 
determines that more than half of the bus lines Within the bus 
110 Would change state if a true polarity form of the second 
data Word Were transmitted. The sending circuit 112 instead 
drives a complement polarity form of the second data Word 
onto the bus 110 along With an indicator signal to indicate 
that the second data Word is transmitted in complement 
polarity form. In this example, the sending circuit 112 
transmits a second Word having a binary value of 
“00000000” along With an indicator signal having a value of 
“1” to indicate that the second data Word is transmitted in 
complement polarity form. In other Words, the sending 
circuit 112 sends the second data Word as “00000000;1”, 
Where the “00000000” signal is a bit-Wise inversion of the 
true polarity form of the second data Word “11111111”. The 
trailing “1” represents the indicator signal, Which here is an 
inversion signal. By sending the second data Word in a 
complement polarity form (i.e., as a complement second 
data Word), only the single-bit inversion signal changes state 
When the second data Word is driven onto the bus 110, rather 
than all eight bits changing state. In this example, the noise 
resulting from the data transition on the bus 110 is reduced 
by at least 7/s. 

[0032] If a third data Word also having a value of 
“11111111” is to be next communicated onto the bus by the 
sending circuit 112, then the third data Word is driven onto 
the bus 110 as “00000000;1”, and no bus lines at all change 
state compared to the second data Word, including the 
indicator signal. 

[0033] A noise reduction system 102 includes both the 
sending circuit 112 and the receiving circuit 122. The 
sending circuit 112 includes circuits for determining Whether 
to drive a next data Word onto the bus 110 in a true polarity 
form or in a complement polarity form. A determination to 
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transmit a complement next data Word may be made When 
at least half of the bits Within the next data Word, if driven 
onto the bus 110, Would cause a corresponding bus line to 
change states relative to a present data Word already driven 
onto the bus 110. Alternatively, such a determination may be 
made When approximately half the bits or more Would 
change state, or When at least any particular number of bits 
Would change state. 

[0034] In one embodiment, Whenever at least half the bits 
Within the next data Word differ from the present data Word 
currently driven onto the bus 110, the sending circuit 112 
inverts each bit Within the next data Word to form a comple 
ment next data Word, drives the complement next data Word 
onto the bus 110, and drives a single-bit INVERT signal onto 
the bus 110 to indicate that the data Word driven onto the bus 
110 is driven in complement polarity form. The single-bit 
INVERT signal is received by the receiving circuit 122 and 
used, for example, to reform the true polarity form of the 
next data Word When a complement polarity form of the next 
data Word is driven onto the bus 110. 

[0035] FIG. 2 shoWs an embodiment of the sending circuit 
112 for a 424-bit data Word. The sending circuit 112 includes 
a comparison circuit 210, a polarity circuit 220 and a tally 
circuit 230. The comparison circuit 210 and the tally circuit 
230 together form a determining circuit 240 Which deter 
mines Whether to transmit a data Word in either a true 
polarity or complement polarity form, and Which outputs an 
INVERT signal on INVERT signal line 224. This INVERT 
signal is provided to both the polarity circuit 220 and to the 
bus 110. 

[0036] A data Word is communicated from the source 
subsystem 114 via a 424-bit Wide NEXT_DATA bus 212 
(being a portion of the bus 134) to both the comparison 
circuit 210 and to the polarity circuit 220. The present data 
Word on the bus 110 is provided to the comparison circuit 
210 via a 424-bit Wide BUS_DATA bus 222 Which forms a 
portion of the bus 132. The present data Word on the bus 110 
is the data Word most recently communicated onto the bus 
110, and may either have been driven onto the bus 110 by the 
sending circuit 112 or by a different sending circuit (residing 
in a separate bus interface). 

[0037] The comparison circuit 210 is connected to the 
tally circuit 230 by a 424-bit BIT_MISMATCH bus 216, 
Which conveys a respective BIT_MISMATCHX signal for 
each respective bit “X” Within the data Word. A respective 
BIT_MISMATCHX signal indicates Whether the respective 
bit “X” Within the data Word received from the source 
subsystem 114 (i.e., the “next” data Word) differs from (i.e., 
“mismatches”) or matches a corresponding bit Within the 
data Word presently on the bus 110 (i.e., the “present” data 
Word). 
[0038] The tally circuit 230 determines Whether at least a 
certain number of bits Within the next data Word differ from 
corresponding bits Within the present data Word, and if so, 
tally circuit 230 generates an INVERT signal conveyed on 
INVERT signal line 224 to the polarity circuit 220 and also 
to the bus 110. If the INVERT signal is asserted by the tally 
circuit 230, the next data Word is inverted by the polarity 
circuit 220 to form a complement next data Word, Which is 
then driven onto the bus 110. The INVERT signal is also 
received by the receiving circuit 122 to indicate that a 
respective data Word driven onto the bus 110 is a comple 
ment data Word. 
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[0039] The polarity circuit 220 either inverts each bit of 
the next data Word or allows each bit to pass Without 
inversion, depending on the state of the INVERT signal. The 
polarity circuit 220 is connected to the bus 110 by the 
424-bit Wide BUS_DATA bus 222 to drive each bit of the 
data Word onto a respective bus line of the bus 110. The 
BUS_DATA bus 222 is also connected to the comparison 
circuit 210 for providing the present data Word on the bus 
110 (Which frequently may be the previous data Word 
transmitted onto the bus 110 by the sending circuit 112) to 
the comparison circuit 210. 

[0040] FIG. 3 shoWs an embodiment of the receiving 
circuit 122. A conditional bit-Wise inverter circuit 300 
receives a data Word from the bus 110 via a 424-bit 
RECEIVE_DATA bus 304 (being a portion of the bus 142) 
and also receives the INVERT signal conveyed on an 
INVERT signal line 302 (also being a portion of the bus 142) 
from the bus 110. The conditional bit-Wise inverter circuit 
300 receives a data Word previously driven onto the bus 110 
by the polarity circuit 220, monitors the INVERT signal 
conveyed on the INVERT signal line 302, and reconstructs 
the original data Word from a complement data Word When 
the INVERT signal is asserted, and conveys the reformed 
data Word on a 424-bit REFORMED_DATA bus 306 to the 
destination subsystem 124. 

[0041] Referring to FIG. 4, an embodiment of the com 
parison circuit 210 and the polarity circuit 220 are shoWn for 
a respective bit “X” Within the data Word and Which together 
form a COMPARE/INVERT circuit 400.X. Abit-Wise com 
parison circuit 210.X forms a one-bit portion of the com 
parison circuit 210 for a respective bit “X”. The 424-bit 
comparison circuit 210 includes 424 bit-Wise comparison 
circuits 210.X, Which are individually referred to as bit-Wise 
comparison circuit 210.1, bit-Wise comparison circuit 210.2, 
bit-Wise comparison circuit 210.3, and so forth through 
bit-Wise comparison circuit 210.424. 

[0042] The bit-Wise comparison circuit 210.X includes a 
neXt data register ?ip-?op 402 that forms one bit of a neXt 
data register for storing the 424-bit neXt data Word, a present 
data register ?ip-?op 404 that forms one bit of a present data 
register for storing the 424-bit present data Word, and a 
comparison XOR gate 410. The neXt data register ?ip-?op 
402 is, for this embodiment, a D ?ip-?op that has a D-input 
terminal connected to receive a respective bit of the neXt 
data Word conveyed on a NEXT_DATA bus line 212.X, a 
clock terminal connected to receive a system clock CLK 
conveyed on a clock line 412, and a Q-output terminal 
connected via a node 416 to a ?rst input terminal of a 
comparison XOR gate 410. The present data register ?ip 
?op 404 is, for this embodiment, a D ?ip-?op that has a 
D-input terminal connected to receive a respective bit of the 
present data Word conveyed on a BUS_DATA bus line 
222.X, a clock terminal connected to receive the system 
clock CLK conveyed on clock line 412, and a Q-output 
terminal connected via a node 418 to a second input terminal 
of the comparison XOR gate 410. The output terminal of the 
comparison XOR gate 410 is connected to a BIT_MIS 
MATCH bus line 216.X for conveying a respective BIT 
_MISMATCHX signal for the respective bit “X”. The 
BIT_MISMATCH.X signal is asserted (e.g., driven to a 
logic “1” for this embodiment) When the respective bit 
Within the neXt data Word differs from a corresponding bit 
Within the present data Word. The neXt data register ?ip-?op 
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402 and the present data register ?ip-?op 404 function as 
storage circuits Which sample the data state of each respec 
tive bit on the rising edge of the clock signal CLK conveyed 
on clock line 412. The respective outputs of each ?ip-?op 
are compared by the comparison XOR gate 410 Which 
asserts the BIT_MISMATCH.X signal When the inputs to 
the comparison XOR gate 410 differ in logic value. If, 
hoWever, the tWo inputs of comparison XOR gate 410 match 
(have the same logic value), then the BIT_MISMATCH.X 
signal is deasserted. Each of the BIT_MISMATCH.X sig 
nals are collectively communicated to the tally circuit 230 
via BIT_MISMATCH bus 216 as depicted in FIG. 2. 

[0043] The bit-Wise polarity circuit 220.X forms a one-bit 
portion of the polarity circuit 220, and includes an inversion 
XOR gate 408 for receiving and conditionally inverting a 
respective bit of the neXt data Word, and an output data 
register ?ip-?op 406 that forms one bit of an output data 
register for storing a 424-bit output data Word for driving 
onto the bus 110. The Q-terminal of the neXt data register 
?ip-?op 402 (Within the bit-Wise comparison circuit 210.X) 
is also connected via node 416 to a ?rst input terminal of the 
inversion XOR gate 408. (In this speci?c embodiment, the 
respective bit of the neXt data Word is received indirectly 
from the NEXT_DATA bus line 212.X by Way of the neXt 
data register ?ip-?op 402 Within the bit-Wise comparison 
circuit 210.X. Alternatively, the respective bit may be 
received directly from the NEXT_DATA bus line 212.X, as 
depicted in FIG. 2.) The second input terminal of the 
inversion XOR gate 408 is connected to an INVERT signal 
line 224 Which conveys an INVERT signal from the tally 
circuit 230. The output data register ?ip-?op 406 is, for this 
embodiment, a D ?ip-?op that has a D-input terminal 
connected to the output terminal of the inversion XOR gate 
408, a clock terminal connected to receive a complement 
system clock /CLK conveyed on a clock line 414, and a 
Q-output terminal connected to a BUS_DATA bus line 
222.X for conveying the respective bit of the output data 
Word to the bus 110. For the eXample shoWn, a total of 424 
individual BUS_DATA bus lines 222.X collectively form 
the BUS_DATA bus 222 depicted in FIG. 2. 

[0044] On the rising edge of the clock signal CLK, a 
respective bit Within the neXt data Word conveyed on NEXT 
_DATA bus line 212.X is clocked into the neXt data register 
?ip-?op 402 and the corresponding bit of the present data 
Word on the bus 110 is clocked (via BUS_DATA bus 222) 
into the present data register ?ip-?op 404. The comparison 
XOR gate 410 compares the outputs of the neXt data register 
?ip-?op 402 and the present data register ?ip-?op 404 and 
generates an active high BIT_MISMATCH.X signal if they 
differ and inactive-loW BIT_MISMATCH.X signal if they 
match. 

[0045] Each of the BIT_MISMATCH.X signals is con 
veyed to the tally circuit 230 Which determines (as discussed 
in detail beloW) Whether to output the neXt data Word in 
either a true polarity form or a complement polarity form. If 
the tally circuit 230 determines that a complement neXt data 
Word should be outputted onto the bus 110, the tally circuit 
230 asserts an active high INVERT signal conveyed on 
INVERT signal line 224. Alternatively, if the tally circuit 
230 determines that the neXt data Word in true polarity form 
should be outputted onto the bus 110, the tally circuit 230 
deasserts the INVERT signal (e.g., by driving it to a logic 
loW level). The determination by the tally circuit 230, the 
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corresponding generation of the INVERT signal appropri 
ately asserted or deasserted, and any conditional inversion of 
the respective bit by the inversion XOR gate 408 (or mere 
propagation of the uninverted bit) are all accomplished 
before the rising edge of the complement system clock /CLK 
(the falling edge of system clock CLK), Which clocks the 
respective bit of the output data Word into the output data 
register ?ip-?op 406 for presentation to the bus 110 via a 
respective BUS_DATA bus line 222.X. 

[0046] It should be emphasiZed that the comparison XOR 
gate 410 functions to generate a signal indicating Whether a 
respective bit Within the neXt data Word matches or differs 
from a corresponding bit Within the present data Word on the 
bus 110. A variety of other logic structures may be used to 
accomplish this function, including an XNOR gate (Which 
Would generate a BIT_MISMATCH-like signal but having 
reversed polarity). Similarly, While the embodiment shoWn 
uses a neXt data storage circuit and a present data storage 
circuit that are shoWn as D ?ip-?ops, a variety of other 
storage circuits, such as latches or other types of ?ip-?ops, 
may be employed. Moreover, storage circuits need not be 
employed at all Within the bit-Wise comparison circuit 210.X 
if bus timings present sufficient data valid times for both the 
neXt data Word and the present data Word. It should also be 
emphasiZed that the inversion XOR gate 408 functions to 
conditionally invert a respective bit Within the neXt data 
Word to form a complement neXt data Word. A variety of 
other logic structures may be used to accomplish this 
function, including an XNOR gate. The polarity of the 
output data Word may be preserved When using an XNOR 
gate by use of a complementary output from a storage 
?ip-?op, or by any other convenient inversion. Similarly, 
While the embodiment shoWn uses an output data storage 
circuit that is shoWn as a D ?ip-?op, a variety of other 
storage circuits, such as latches or other types of ?ip-?ops, 
may be alternatively employed. Moreover, an output storage 
circuit need not be employed at all depending on necessary 
bus timings. 

[0047] FIG. 5 shoWs a digital embodiment 500 of the tally 
circuit 230. Each of the BIT_MISMATCH.X signals from 
respective bit-Wise comparison circuits 210.X is received by 
a digital adder circuit 502 via the BIT_MISMATCH bus 
216. The digital adder circuit 502 counts the number of 
BIT_MISMATCH.X signals Which are asserted (Which 
number corresponds to the number of bits Within the neXt 
data Word Which differ from corresponding bits Within the 
present output data Word). In other Words, the digital adder 
circuit 502 adds the “0” and “1” logic values of each of the 
BIT_MISMATCH.X signals to generate a sum that is equal 
to the number of logic “1” bits encountered. A digital Word 
representing such a total number is provided to a numerical 
comparator circuit 506 via a 9-bit digital bus 508 (Which, of 
course, alloWs a number from 0 to 511 to be represented). A 
reference circuit 504 generates a reference number Which is 
also provided to the numerical comparator circuit 506 via a 
9-bit digital bus 510. The numerical comparator circuit 506 
compares the magnitudes of these tWo numbers and gener 
ates an active-high INVERT signal (for this embodiment) 
conveyed on the INVERT signal line 224 When the total 
number of differing bits eXceeds the reference number 
generated by the reference circuit 504. As described above, 
the INVERT signal is then conveyed to each of the respec 
tive bit-Wise polarity circuits 220.X to conditionally invert 
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the neXt data Word to form the complement neXt data Word. 
The INVERT signal is also conveyed to the bus 110. 

[0048] The reference number generated by the reference 
circuit 504 is preferably chosen to invert the neXt data Word 
Whenever half or more of the bits Within the neXt data Word 
differ from corresponding bits Within the present data Word. 
In other Words, if driving the neXt data Word onto the bus 110 
Would result in at least one-half of the bus lines (e.g., the 
“trigger” value) Within the bus 110 changing state compared 
to the present state of each bus line, then the tally circuit 230 
generates an INVERT signal Which causes the complement 
neXt data Word to instead be driven onto the bus 110. 
Nevertheless, the advantages of the invention may be 
achieved When other trigger values than one-half the total 
bits are chosen. For eXample, in a 424-bit Wide data bus, the 
tally circuit 230 may be con?gured to generate an INVERT 
signal When one-half the bits differ (as described above), 
When approximately one-half the bits differ, or When any 
number of bits differ. In each case, the noise resulting from 
a Worst-case transition never reaches that Which Would result 
from all the bits changing state. 

[0049] Referring to FIG. 6, an embodiment of the condi 
tional bit-Wise inverter circuit 300 for a respective bit “X” of 
a data Word is shoWn. A receive XOR gate 512 receives the 
INVERT signal from the bus 110 via an INVERT signal line 
302 (being a signal Within the bus 142 depicted in FIG. 1). 
The INVERT signal line 302 is connected to a ?rst input of 
the receive XOR gate 512, While a second input of the 
receive XOR gate 512 is connected to receive a respective 
bit conveyed on a RECEIVE_DATA bus line 304.X from the 
bus 110. If the INVERT signal received from the bus 110 is 
set to a logic high (a logic “1”) then the receive XOR gate 
512 inverts the respective bit of the data Word received from 
the bus 110 to reform the data Word in true polarity form. 
The output of receive XOR gate 512 conveys a respective bit 
of the reformed data Word on a REFORMED_DATA bus 
line 306.X. Alternatively, if the INVERT signal received 
from the bus 110 is set to a logic “0” then the receive XOR 
gate 512 propagates the respective bit of the data Word 
received from the bus 110 unchanged. In either case, the 
output of the receive XOR gate 512 is conveyed to the 
destination subsystem 124 via the REFORMED_DATA bus 
line 306.X (being a portion of the bus 144 depicted in FIG. 
1). The circuit resources of the conditional bitWise inverter 
circuit 300 are minimal and operation is simple and highly 
ef?cient, advantageously facilitating a loW-cost implemen 
tation. 

[0050] In contrast to that shoWn in FIG. 5, a different 
embodiment of the tally circuit 230, being a split-node 
capacitive summing circuit 600, is depicted in a schematic 
circuit diagram shoWn in FIG. 7. The split-node capacitive 
summing circuit 600 includes tWo summing nodes, being a 
mismatch summing node 602 and a match summing node 
604, and further includes a differential comparator 630. The 
mismatch summing node 602 accumulates an incremental 
signal for each bit of a ?rst portion of bits Within the neXt 
data Word Which differs from (or mismatches) a correspond 
ing bit Within the present data Word, as Will be discussed 
more fully beloW. The match summing node 604 accumu 
lates an incremental signal for each bit of a remaining 
portion of bits Within the neXt data Word Which matches a 
corresponding bit Within the present data Word, as Will be 
discussed more fully beloW. The differential comparator 630 
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has a non-inverting input terminal connected to the mis 
match summing node 602, an inverting input terminal con 
nected to the match summing node 604, and an output 
terminal connected to the INVERT signal line 224. 

[0051] Transistors 634 and 636 together form an equili 
bration circuit 632 for equilibrating the voltages of the 
mismatch summing node 602 and the match summing node 
604 to a common reference voltage, Which for this embodi 
ment is circuit ground (GND or VSS). An INIT/SENSE 
signal is conveyed on an INIT/SENSE signal line 218 to the 
gates of N-channel IGFET transistors 634 and 636. The 
respective source of each transistor is connected to a voltage 
reference terminal Which is in turn connected to receive the 
ground (GND) reference voltage. 

[0052] As previously stated, the mismatch summing node 
602 accumulates an incremental signal for each bit of a ?rst 
portion of bits Within the neXt data Word Which mismatches 
a corresponding bit Within the present data Word. In the 
exemplary embodiment shoWn in FIG. 7, the ?rst portion of 
bits is one-half of the bits, and the incremental signal is an 
incremental voltage signal. Alternatively, the incremental 
signal may be an incremental current signal. Moreover, the 
portion of bits may con?gured to be other than one-half of 
the bits. 

[0053] For ease of discussion, the split-node capacitive 
summing circuit 600 shoWn in FIG. 7 is shoWn con?gured 
for an 8-bit data Word. (Extension to a 424-bit con?guration 
is straightforWard, as is discussed beloW.) An urging circuit 
is provided for each bit of the data Word to sense the 
respective BIT_MISMATCH.X signal for each respective 
bit “X”, and to urge the voltage of a summing node accord 
ingly. For one half of the bits (being in this eXample bits 
1-4), the BIT_MISMATCH.X signal is sensed and each 
mismatch results in an additional positive voltage signal 
accumulated on the mismatch summing node 602. In par 
ticular, an urging circuit 650.1 has a ?rst input terminal 
connected to receive the BIT_MISMATCH. 1 signal con 
veyed on the BIT_MISMATCH bus line 216.1 from the 
corresponding bit-Wise comparison circuit 210.1, has a 
second input terminal connected to receive a SENSE signal 
conveyed on an INIT/SENSE line 218, and has an output 
terminal connected to the mismatch summing node 602. An 
identical circuit structure is provided for each of the three 
other bits. Each of the BIT_MISMATCH bus lines 216.2, 
216.3, and 216.4 is coupled to a respective urging circuit 
650.2, 650.3, and 650.4 (not shoWn, but each identical to 
urging circuit 650.1) Which are all connected to the mis 
match summing node 602. 

[0054] For the other half of the bits (being in this eXample 
bits 5-8), the BIT_MISMATCH.X signal for each respective 
bit is sensed and each match (rather than mismatch) results 
in an additional positive voltage signal accumulated on the 
match summing node 604. In particular, an urging circuit 
652.5 has a ?rst input terminal connected to receive the 
BIT_MISMATCH.5 signal conveyed on the BIT_MIS 
MATCH bus line 216.5 from the corresponding bit-Wise 
comparison circuit 210.5, has a second input terminal con 
nected to receive the SENSE signal conveyed on the INIT/ 
SENSE line 218, and has an output terminal connected to the 
match summing node 604. An identical circuit structure is 
provided for each of the three remaining other bits. Each of 
the BIT_MISMATCH bus lines 216.6, 216.7, and 216.8 is 
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coupled to a respective urging circuit 652.6, 652.7, and 
652.8 (not shoWn, but each identical to urging circuit 652.5) 
Which are all connected to the match summing node 604. 

[0055] Each of the urging circuits 650.X coupled to the 
mismatch summing node 602 includes (for this embodi 
ment) an inverter 610.X, a NOR gate 616.X, and a capacitor 
618.X. The input terminal of a respective inverter 610.X is 
connected to the respective BIT_MISMATCH bus line 
216.X. A respective NOR gate 616.X has a ?rst input 
terminal connected to the output terminal of the respective 
inverter 610.X, a second input terminal connected to the 
INIT/SENSE line 218, and an output terminal connected to 
the ?rst terminal of the respective capacitor 618.X. The 
second terminal of the respective capacitor 618.X is con 
nected to the mismatch summing node 602. 

[0056] Each of the urging circuits 652.X coupled to the 
match summing node 604 is similar but lacks the inverter. 
Each includes (for this embodiment) a NOR gate 616.X and 
a capacitor 618.X. A respective NOR gate 616.X has a ?rst 
input terminal connected to the respective BIT_MIS 
MATCH bus line 216.X, a second input terminal connected 
to the INIT/SENSE line 218, and an output terminal con 
nected to the ?rst terminal of the respective capacitor 618.X. 
The second terminal of the respective capacitor 618.X is 
connected to the match summing node 604. 

[0057] The operation of the split-node capacitive sum 
ming circuit 600 is best understood by initially assuming 
that the INIT/SENSE signal conveyed on the INIT/SENSE 
line 218 is high (a logical “1”). The transistors 634 and 636 
are thus conductive and equilibrate the voltage of the both 
summing nodes 602 and 604, respectively, to ground poten 
tial (Which is a logic “0” for this embodiment). Because the 
INIT/SENSE signal is a logic “1” and is received by one 
input terminal of each respective NOR gate 616.X, the 
output terminal of each respective NOR gate 616.X is driven 
loW (to a logic “0”). Consequently, both terminals of each 
respective capacitor 618.X are held to a logic “0”, and no 
voltage is developed across any of the respective capacitors 
618.X. The logic state of any of the respective BIT_MIS 
MATCH.X signals does not affect the initialiZation of the 
split-node capacitive summing circuit 600 described above. 

[0058] When the INIT/SENSE signal is brought to a logic 
“0”, hoWever, the output terminal of each respective NOR 
gate 616.X is no longer forced to a logic “0” but noW is free 
to track the logic state of the respective BIT_MISMAT CH 
bus line 216.X. For eXample, if the BIT_MISMATCH.1 
signal conveyed on the BIT_MISMATCH bus line 216.1 is 
a logic “1” (meaning, for this embodiment, that the ?rst bit 
Within the neXt data Word differs from the corresponding bit 
Within the present data Word), the output of respective 
inverter 610.1 is loW (a logic “0”), and the output of 
respective NOR gate 616.1 is driven high (to a logic “1”). 
Moreover, the tWo summing nodes 602 and 604 are “?oated” 
since the transistors 634 and 636 are no longer conductive 
(and because the input impedance of the differential com 
parator 630 typically has no resistive component). Conse 
quently, the loW-to-high transition on the output terminal of 
the NOR gate 616.1 results in a capacitive coupling by 
capacitor 618.1 of an incremental positive voltage onto the 
mismatch summing node 602. If, on the other hand, the 
BIT_MISMATCH.1 signal conveyed on the BIT_MIS 
MATCH bus line 216.1 is a logic “0” (meaning, for this 
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embodiment, that the ?rst bit Within the next data Word 
matches the corresponding bit Within the present data Word), 
the output of respective inverter 610.1 is high (a logic “1”), 
and the output of respective NOR gate 616.1 remains loW. 
Consequently, since no transition occurs on the output 
terminal of the NOR gate 616.1, there is no capacitive 
coupling of any incremental voltage onto the mismatch 
summing node 602. 

[0059] In the 8-bit exemplary embodiment of the split 
node capacitive summing circuit 600, a group of four bits 
(bits 1-4, being a portion of the total bits) is associated With 
the mismatch summing node 602. Each bit Within the next 
data Word Within this group Which differs from a corre 
sponding bit Within the present data Word results in an 
incremental positive capacitive coupling onto the mismatch 
summing node 602. If all bits differ, the voltage coupled onto 
the mismatch summing node 602 equals the magnitude of 
the loW-to-high voltage transition on the output terminal of 
each respective NOR gate 616.X (assuming, of course, that 
the stray capacitance on the mismatch summing node 602 
and the input capacitance of the differential comparator 630 
are both negligible). If the logic sWings of the NOR gates 
616.X are “rail-to-rail” voltage sWings (i.e., from one poWer 
supply voltage to the other), then the maximum voltage 
coupling onto the mismatch summing node 602 equals the 
poWer supply (VDD) potential. The respective inverter 
610.X and NOR gate 616.X together form a respective kick 
circuit 660.X Which senses the state of a respective BIT 
_MISMATCHX in response to a SENSE signal, and con 
ditionally develops an output transition for “kicking” the 
voltage of mismatch summing node 602 through a respec 
tive coupling capacitor 618.X. For example, inverter 610.4 
and NOR gate 616.4 together form kick circuit 660.4, Which 
conditionally couples a voltage through capacitor 618.4 onto 
mismatch summing node 602. 

[0060] Consider noW the generation of signal on the match 
summing node 604. When the INIT/SENSE signal is 
brought to a logic “0”, the output terminal of each respective 
NOR gate 616.X is no longer forced to a logic “0” but noW 
is free to track the logic state of the respective BIT_MIS 
MATCH bus line 216.X. For example, if the BIT_MIS 
MATCH.5 signal conveyed on the BIT_MISMATCH bus 
line 216.5 is a logic “0” (meaning, for this embodiment, that 
the ?fth bit Within the next data Word matches the corre 
sponding bit Within the present data Word), the output of 
respective NOR gate 616.5 is driven high (to a logic “1”). 
Consequently, the loW-to-high voltage transition on the 
output terminal of the NOR gate 616.5 results in a capacitive 
coupling by capacitor 618.5 of an incremental positive 
voltage onto the match summing node 604. If, on the other 
hand, the BIT_MISMATCH.5 signal conveyed on the BIT 
_MISMAT CH bus line 216.5 is a logic “1” (meaning, for 
this embodiment, that the ?fth bit Within the next data Word 
differs from the corresponding bit Within the present data 
Word), the output of respective NOR gate 616.5 remains loW. 
Consequently, since no transition occurs on the output 
terminal of the NOR gate 616.5, there is no capacitive 
coupling of any incremental voltage onto the match sum 
ming node 604. 

[0061] In the 8-bit exemplary embodiment of the split 
node capacitive summing circuit 600, a remaining group of 
four bits (being bits 5-8) is associated With the match 
summing node 604. Each bit of the next data Word Within 
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this remaining group Which matches a corresponding bit 
Within the present data Word results in an incremental 
positive capacitive coupling onto the match summing node 
604. If all bits match, the voltage coupled onto the match 
summing node 604 equals the magnitude of the loW-to-high 
voltage transition on the output terminal of each respective 
NOR gate 616.X (assuming, as before, that the stray capaci 
tance on the match summing node 604 and the input 
capacitance of the differential comparator 630 are both 
negligible). If the logic sWings of the NOR gates 616.X are 
“rail-to-rail” voltage sWings, then the maximum voltage 
coupling onto the match summing node 604 equals the 
poWer supply (VDD) potential. The respective NOR gate 
616.X forms a respective kick circuit 660.X Which senses 
the state of a respective BIT_MISMATCHX in response to 
a SENSE signal, and conditionally develops an output 
transition for “kicking” the voltage of match summing node 
604 through a respective coupling capacitor 618.X. For 
example, NOR gate 616.8 forms a kick circuit 660.8, Which 
conditionally couples a voltage through capacitor 618.8 onto 
match summing node 604. 

[0062] The ?nal voltage on the mismatch summing node 
602 after sensing depends upon the number of bits, among 
those bits associated With the mismatch summing node 602, 
that mismatch. Similarly, the ?nal voltage on the match 
summing node 604 after sensing depends upon the number 
of bits, among those bits associated With the match summing 
node 604, that match. The ?nal voltage of either summing 
node 602 or 604 varies from VSS (GND) to VDD, as 
described above. The differential comparator 630 drives the 
INVERT signal conveyed on the INVERT signal line 224 to 
a logic “1” When the voltage of the mismatch summing node 
602 exceeds that of the match summing node 604. The 
INVERT signal becomes valid as soon as resulting summing 
node voltages are sensed by the differential comparator 630. 

[0063] The connection of the initialiZation signal INIT/ 
SENSE conveyed on INIT/SENSE signal line 218 to the 
split node capacitive summing circuit 600 is supplied for 
initialiZation or equilibration to establish a suitable initial 
voltage on the summing nodes 602 and 604. InitialiZation is 
performed periodically, perhaps every cycle, by pulsing the 
INIT/SENSE signal to a logic “1”. Once initialiZed, it is not 
necessary that the INIT/SENSE signal be pulsed every 
cycle, as the voltage on both the mismatch summing node 
602 and the match summing node 604 is established accord 
ing to then-current values of the BIT_MISMATCHX sig 
nals provided on the respective BIT_MISMAT CH bus lines 
216.X. 

[0064] Operation of the split-node capacitive summing 
circuit 600 is exempli?ed by considering a bus 110 having 
an even number of bits, 2N. One-half (N) of the bits are 
associated With the mismatch summing node 602 and the 
remaining half (N) of the bits are associated With the match 
summing node 604. Assume that the number of bits of the 
N bits driving the mismatch summing node 602 that “vote” 
to sWitch polarity is A (i.e., the number of bits (of this N bit 
portion) Within the next data Word that differ from corre 
sponding bits Within the present data Word) and the number 
of bits of the N bits driving the match summing node 604 
that “vote” to sWitch polarity is B. Accordingly, the number 
A+B is the total number of the 2N bits that vote to sWitch 
polarity. If A+B is greater than N, then more than half of all 
the bits vote to sWitch. 
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[0065] Both the summing nodes 602 and 604 are initial 
iZed to ground, as described above. When the initialization 
signal is removed, the voltage on the mismatch summing 
node 602 increases by an amount equal to (A/N)VDD, 
assuming negligible stray capacitance on the mismatch 
summing node 602. Removal of the initialiZation signal also 
causes the voltage on the match summing node 604 to 
increase since, in this case, the bits that vote not to sWitch 
cause the match summing node 604 to increase in voltage. 
The resulting differential signal into the differential ampli?er 
630 is Van-V604, Which has a value, as folloWs: 

[0066] Therefore if A+B is greater than N, then VGOZ-V604 
is greater than Zero and the INVERT signal is driven to a 
logic “1” value, Which as colloquially described indicates 
that more than half the total bits “vote” to sWitch polarity. In 
other Words, more than half the total bits “vote” to invert the 
neXt data Word before driving it onto the bus 110. If A+B is 
less than N, then V6O2-V604 is less than Zero and the 
INVERT signal is driven to (or remains at) a logic “0” value, 
Which indicates that less than half the total bits “vote” to 
sWitch polarity. If the number of bits in the upper half that 
vote to sWitch eXceeds the number of bits in the loWer half 
that vote not to sWitch, then the INVERT signal is generated 
With a logic “1” and the neXt data Word is driven onto the bus 
110 as a complement neXt data Word. 

[0067] It should be appreciated that the required common 
mode operating range of differential comparator 630 is VSS 
to VDD (again, assuming negligible stray capacitance. 

[0068] In an alternative embodiment of the tally circuit 
230 similar to the split-node capacitive summing circuit 600, 
a single summing node (not shoWn) is used to accumulate an 
incremental signal for each respective output bit, and the 
single summing node is compared to a reference voltage 
such as VDD divided by tWo (VDD/2) to generate the 
INVERT signal. All respective capacitors (analogous to 
capacitors 618.X) are connected to the single summing node 
and each respective urging circuit increases the voltage on 
the single summing node When the respective bit differs. 
When more than half the bits of the data Word are sWitched, 
the summing node voltage is driven above VDD/2 and a 
comparator generates an active-high INVERT signal. In 
another embodiment using a single summing node, one-half 
of the bits are con?gured to generate an upWard coupling on 
the summing node When a respective bit differs, and the 
remaining half of the bits are con?gured to generate a 
doWnWard coupling on the summing node When a respective 
bit matches. The summing node is initialiZed to a reference 
voltage such as VDD/2. When more than half the bits of the 
data Word are sWitched, the summing node is driven above 
VDD/2 and a comparator generates an active-high INVERT 
signal. Alternatively, if less than half the bits of the data 
Word differ, the summing node is driven beloW VDD/2 and 
the comparator generates an inactive-loW INVERT signal. 
Although a single summing node alternative embodiment is 
a practical implementation, the split-node capacitive sum 
ming circuit 600 advantageously is approximately tWice as 
sensitive as a single summing node circuit. By distributing 
the respective capacitors 618.X over tWo summing nodes 
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rather than one summing node, each summing node has half 
the total capacitive load (assuming negligible stray capaci 
tance) and the coupling voltage from each bit results in tWice 
the voltage amplitude on the summing node. 

[0069] Another embodiment of the tally circuit 230, a 
split-node capacitive summing circuit 700 With an XOR 
drive is depicted in a schematic circuit diagram shoWn in 
FIG. 8. This embodiment is advantageous for applications 
in Which even greater sensitivity on the summing nodes is 
sought. One such application occurs When each summing 
node is connected to a large number of capacitors (e.g., 212 
capacitors) that attenuates the incremental voltage attribut 
able to any single capacitor. The split-node capacitive sum 
ming circuit 700 differs from the split-node capacitive 
summing circuit 600 discussed above by replacing the NOR 
gate 616.X With an XOR gate, by reversing the polarity of 
the inputs to the differential comparator 630, by reversing 
the polarity of the match and mismatch summing nodes, and 
potentially by the choice of a different reference voltage for 
the equilibration circuit, as are all discussed in detail beloW. 

[0070] In operation the split-node capacitive summing 
circuit 700 functions similarly to the split-node capacitive 
summing circuit 600. The INIT/SENSE line conveyed on 
INIT/SENSE line 218 is pulsed every cycle (for each 
sensing operation) in the split-node capacitive summing 
circuit 700. The INIT/SENSE signal serves as an initialiZa 
tion line When driven to a logic “1” and serves as a sensing 
strobe When driven to and held at a logic “0”. 

[0071] The split-node capacitive summing circuit 700 
includes tWo summing nodes, being a match summing node 
702 and a mismatch summing node 704, and further includes 
a differential comparator 730. The differential comparator 
730 has a non-inverting input terminal connected to the 
mismatch summing node 704, an inverting input terminal 
connected to the match summing node 702, and an output 
terminal connected to the INVERT signal line 224. 

[0072] Transistors 734 and 736 together form an equili 
bration circuit 732 for equilibrating the voltages of the 
match summing node 702 and the mismatch summing node 
704 to a common reference voltage VREF, Which advanta 
geously may be VDD/2, although other voltages are suit 
able, including voltages betWeen and including VSS and 
VDD. An INIT/SENSE signal is conveyed on an INIT/ 
SENSE line 218 to the gates of N-channel IGFET transistors 
734 and 736. The respective source of each transistor is 
connected to a voltage reference terminal Which is in turn 
connected to receive the reference voltage VREF. The 
equilibrate circuit 732 and the differential comparator 730 
together form an INIT/COMPARE circuit 754. 

[0073] The match summing node 702 accumulates an 
incremental signal in a particular direction (e.g., toWard a 
more positive voltage) for each bit of a ?rst portion of bits 
Within the neXt data Word Which matches a corresponding bit 
Within the present data Word (analogously to the match 
summing node 604 shoWn in FIG. 7). In addition, the match 
summing node 702 also accumulates an incremental signal 
in direction opposite the particular direction (e.g., toWard a 
more negative voltage) for each bit of the ?rst portion of bits 
Within the neXt data Word Which mismatches a correspond 
ing bit Within the present data Word. In the eXemplary 
embodiment shoWn in FIG. 8, the ?rst portion of bits is 
one-half of the bits, and the incremental signal is an incre 
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mental voltage signal. Alternatively, the incremental signal 
may be an incremental current signal. Moreover, as before, 
the ?rst portion of bits may con?gured to be other than 
one-half of the bits. For example, the ?rst portion may be 
con?gured to be approximately one-half of the bits. 

[0074] For ease of discussion, the split-node capacitive 
summing circuit 700 shoWn in FIG. 8 is shoWn con?gured 
for an 8-bit data Word. For one half of the bits (being in this 
example bits 1-4), the BIT_MISMATCH.X signal is sensed 
and each match results in an additional positive voltage 
signal accumulated on the match summing node 702, and 
each mismatch results in an additional negative voltage 
signal accumulated on the match summing node 702 (as 
described in detail beloW). In particular, an urging circuit 
750.1 has a ?rst input terminal connected to receive the 
BIT_MISMATCH.1 signal conveyed on the BIT_MIS 
MATCH bus line 216.1 from the corresponding bit-Wise 
comparison circuit 210.1, has a second input terminal con 
nected to receive the INIT/SENSE signal conveyed on the 
INIT/SENSE line 218, and has an output terminal connected 
to the match summing node 702. An identical circuit struc 
ture is provided for each of the three remaining other bits. 
Each of the BIT_MISMATCH bus lines 216.2, 216.3, and 
216.4 is coupled to a respective urging circuit 750.2, 750.3, 
and 750.4 (each identical to urging circuit 750.1) Which are 
all connected to the match summing node 702. 

[0075] For the other half of the bits (being in this example 
bits 5-8), the BIT_MISMATCH.X signal is sensed and each 
mismatch results in an additional positive voltage signal 
accumulated on the mismatch summing node 704, and each 
match results in an additional negative voltage signal accu 
mulated on the mismatch summing node 704 (as described 
in detail beloW). In particular, an urging circuit 752.5 has a 
?rst input terminal connected to receive the BIT_MIS 
MATCH.5 signal conveyed on the BIT_MISMATCH bus 
line 216.5 from the corresponding bit-Wise comparison 
circuit 210.5, has a second input terminal connected to 
receive the INIT/SENSE signal conveyed on the INIT/ 
SENSE line 218, and has an output terminal connected to the 
mismatch summing node 704. An identical circuit structure 
is provided for each of the three remaining other bits. Each 
of the BIT_MISMATCH bus lines 216.6, 216.7, and 216.8 
is coupled to a respective urging circuit 752.6, 752.7, and 
752.8 (each identical to urging circuit 752.5) Which are all 
connected to the mismatch summing node 704. 

[0076] Each of the urging circuits 750.X coupled to the 
match summing node 702 includes (for this embodiment) an 
inverter 710.X, an XOR gate 716.X, and a capacitor 718.X. 
The input terminal of a respective inverter 710.X is con 
nected to the respective BIT_MISMATCH bus line 216.X. A 
respective XOR gate 716.X has a ?rst input terminal con 
nected to the output terminal of the respective inverter 
710.X, a second input terminal connected to the INIT/ 
SENSE line 218, and an output terminal connected to the 
?rst terminal of the respective capacitor 718.X. The second 
terminal of the respective capacitor 718.X is connected to 
the match summing node 702. 

[0077] Each of the urging circuits 752.X coupled to the 
mismatch summing node 704 is similar but lacks an inverter. 
Each includes (for this embodiment) an XOR gate 716.X 
and a capacitor 718.X. A respective XOR gate 716.X has a 
?rst input terminal connected to the respective BIT_MIS 
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MATCH bus line 216.X, a second input terminal connected 
to the INIT/SENSE line 218, and an output terminal con 
nected to the ?rst terminal of the respective capacitor 718.X. 
The second terminal of the respective capacitor 718.X is 
connected to the mismatch summing node 704. 

[0078] The operation of the split-node capacitive sum 
ming circuit 700 is best understood by initially assuming 
that the INIT/SENSE signal conveyed on the INIT/SENSE 
line 218 is high (a logical “1”). The equilibration transistors 
734 and 736 are conductive and equilibrate the voltage of the 
both summing nodes 702 and 704, respectively, to the VREF 
potential Which is, for this example, VDD/2. Because the 
INIT/SENSE signal is a logic “1” and is received by the 
second input terminal of each respective XOR gate 716.X, 
the output terminal of each respective XOR gate 716.X 
generates the inversion of Whatever signal is presented to the 
?rst input terminal of the respective XOR gate 716.X. 
Consequently, the ?rst terminal of each respective capacitor 
718.X is held to either a logic “0” or a logic “1” (depending 
on the logic value of the respective BIT_MISMATCH.X 
signal) While the second terminal of each respective capaci 
tor 718.X is held to VDD/2 (for this example). A voltage 
equal to VDD/2 is developed across each of the respective 
capacitors 718.X, but having a polarity depending on the 
logic state of the BIT_MISMATCH.X signal received on a 
respective BIT_MISMAT CH bus line 216.X. Here, the logic 
state of the respective BIT_MISMATCH.X signals does 
affect the initialiZation of the split-node capacitive summing 
circuit 700 embodiment. 

[0079] When the INIT/SENSE signal is brought to a logic 
“0”, hoWever, each of the respective XOR gates 716.X 
changes from an “inverter” function to a “pass through” 
function. The output terminal of each respective XOR gate 
716.X is noW free to track the logic state of the respective 
BIT_MISMATCH bus line 216.X. For example, if the 
BIT_MISMATCH.1 signal conveyed on the BIT_MIS 
MATCH bus line 216.1 is a logic “1” (meaning, for this 
embodiment, that the ?rst bit Within the next data Word 
differs from the corresponding bit Within the present data 
Word), the output of respective inverter 710.1 is already loW 
(a logic “0”), and the output of respective XOR gate 716.1 
is driven loW (to a logic “0”) from its previously initialiZed 
high value. Since the equilibration transistors 734 and 736 
are no longer conductive, the high-to-loW transition on the 
output terminal of the XOR gate 716.1 results in a capacitive 
coupling of an incremental negative voltage onto the match 
summing node 702. If, on the other hand, the BIT_MIS 
MATCH.1 signal conveyed on the BIT_MISMAT CH bus 
line 216.1 is a logic “0” (meaning, for this embodiment, that 
the ?rst bit Within the next data Word matches the corre 
sponding bit Within the present data Word), the output of 
respective inverter 710.1 is already high, and the output of 
respective XOR gate 716.1 is driven high from its previously 
initialiZed loW value. The loW-to-high transition on the 
output terminal of the XOR gate 716.1 results in a capacitive 
coupling of an incremental positive voltage onto the match 
summing node 702. 

[0080] In the 8-bit exemplary embodiment of the split 
node capacitive summing circuit 700, a group of four bits 
(bits 1-4, being a portion of the total bits) is associated With 
the match summing node 702. Each bit Within the next data 
Word Within this group Which differs from a corresponding 
bit Within the present data Word results in an incremental 














